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Abstract

There are many precursors, including the abnormality of infrared radiation (IRR), for rock fracturing and failure. As the

comprehensive effect of rock thermoelasticity and rock friction, the study of the IRR abnormality of loaded rock, as one of the

important issues of remote sensing rock mechanics (RSRM), is facilitated by the fast development of IR remote sensing imaging

technology. In view of energy input and consumption by the loading system, comprised of loader, rock and air, the mechanism of surface

IRR from loaded rock is studied. The concepts that surface IRR is the comprehensive effect of a series of physical–mechanical processes

inside loaded rock and that the thermoelastic effect and the frictional–thermal effect are two of the main mechanisms are presented here.

Based on retrospective investigation of the fundamental experiments on RSRM during the past decade, it is concluded that there are two

kinds of IRR abnormality as precursors of rock fracturing and failure: IRR image abnormality and IRR temperature curve abnormality.

The spatial–temporal evolution of abnormal surface IRR images of loaded rock in a condition of uniaxial stress, compressive shear,

biaxial stress, frictional slide and impact is systematically analyzed. The fact that large IRR can occur in the fracturing center of

compressively loaded and shearing fractured strong and brittle rock is also revealed. Finally, the relation between rock stress and IRR

temperature are studied based on thermomechanical coupling theory for solid materials. It is concluded that IRR image abnormalities

are important precursors for rock fracturing and meaningful for the forecast of rockbursts and tectonic earthquakes.

r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Rock fracturing is a natural phenomenon in geosciences
and in rock engineering and includes tectonic earthquakes,
rockbursts, rock slopes, rock pillar failure and coal pillar
failure. The mechanism and the precursors of rock
fracturing and associated ‘catastrophe’ are two important
issues in rock mechanics, seismology and mining science.
Many kinds of radiation signal, including acoustic emission
[1,2], electromagnetic radiation [3], RF emission [4] and
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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light radiation [3,5], emitted from fracturing rock, are able
to provide important and useful information for interpret-
ing and for predicting the behavior of rock fracturing, as
well as the possibility of more severe rock catastrophe.
Luong [6] firstly studied the infrared radiation (IRR) of

concrete in the process of loading and fracturing with
thermal imaging technology. Based on real time and non-
destructive detection with a thermal imager, Luong [7–9]
studied the production and development of micro-fissures
in the process of rock and concrete loading, fatiguing,
fracturing and damaging. Geng et al. [10,11] showed the
existence of IRR abnormality before rock fracturing in
experiments for investigating the mechanism of satellite
IRR abnormality before tectonic earthquakes [12,13]. Wu
and Wang [14] found from thermal IRR imaging experi-
ments on uniaxially loaded coal and sandstone specimens
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that there are three kinds of abnormal features for IRR
thermal image and IRR temperature as precursors of rock
failure, and that a stress level of around 0.79sc could be
taken as a ‘precaution index’ for the stability monitoring of
coal and rock. Later, a large amount of IRR imaging
experiments on rock fracturing was conducted in China
[15–23]. A new inter-disciplinary topic, remote sensing rock
mechanics (RSRM), which takes remote sensing, rock
mechanics, rock physics and informatics as its scientific and
technical disciplines and serves for geosciences, rock
mechanics and rock engineering, originated in the 1990s
[10,15].

Many IRR abnormal images and IRR abnormal
temperature data were recorded, and their meanings for
rock fracturing and failure were studied. Aiming to
compare the IRR abnormalities as precursors for different
rock fracturing and failure, the abnormal IRR images from
IRR detection experiments on rock samples in conditions
of uniaxial loading, biaxial loading, compressive-shear
loading and Hopkinson impacting bar are analyzed. Based
on the physical mechanism discussions on IRR from
loaded rock, this paper emphasizes systematical analysis of
the spatial–temporal evolution of IRR images and the large
amount of IRR which occurs in the fracturing center of
rock samples. For theoretical interpretation, the relation
between rock stress and IRR temperature is studied based
on thermomechanical coupling theory for solid materials.

2. Mechanism of surface IRR from loaded rock

As a relatively independent closed system, comprised of
loader head, rock sample and environmental air, as shown
in Fig. 1, rock deformation, rock fracturing and rock
failure are a complex process of energy input and
consumption. Without consideration of the possible
chemical reactions and related energy changes inside
loaded rock, the energy input to loaded rock includes
two parts: the mechanical work of the loading actuator and
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Fig. 1. IRR mechanism related to energy accumulation and consumption

by loaded rock.
the heat input through positive thermal exchange from the
actuator head and environmental air. The energy con-
sumption by the loaded rock is much more complex in that
it includes the energy accumulation in the rock and energy
dissipation from the rock.
The energy accumulation in the loaded rock includes the

positive elastic–plastic deformation energy of rock (the
positive change of oscillation and rotation energy of
mineral molecules), the surface energy of newly produced
fractures or fissures, and the frictional actions between
mineral molecules, grains, joints, fissures and fractures
inside the rock as well as the produced frictional heat. The
energy dissipation from the loaded rock includes the
negative thermal exchange with the loader head and/or
environmental air (i.e., heat output), the kinetic energy of
flying fragments of fractured rock, light radiation, acoustic
emission, RF emission and electromagnetic radiation
including IRR and microwave radiation.
Since thermal exchange (heat input and output) and

frictional action cause the loaded rock to change its heat
state, the rock surface physical temperature, without
consideration of the complex heat transfer process inside
the rock, could be a direct index reflecting the heat state of
the loaded rock. The Stefan–Boltzmann formula states that
the IRR strength (radiation flux density) of any material, at
temperatures above absolute zero, is biquadratic to its
surface physical temperature. Crystal physics states that
the energy jump of molecules oscillation and/or rotation
due to the change of molecules distance, resulting from
deformation, is an important mechanism of electromag-
netic radiation. Hence, the rock surface IRR is a
comprehensive effect of rock deformation and the physical
thermal state of the rock surface. The rock surface IRR
temperature could be an index reflecting the rock surface
physical temperature and rock surface deformation field,
which indicates the complex physical–mechanical process
inside loaded rock.
In spite of thermal exchange and plastic deformation, the

thermoelastic effect and the frictional–thermal effect [24]
are two of the main physical mechanics of IRR production
from loaded brittle rock. In the stage of elastic deforma-
tion, the thermoelastic effect is the main cause, while in the
stage of plastic deformation or fracturing, the frictio-
nal–thermal effect plays a great role. At the moment of
rock fracturing or failure, the friction-heat effect becomes
more significant. The friction-heat effect depends on two
factors: frictional force (decided by normal stress and
frictional coefficient) and frictional speed. The larger the
frictional force and the quicker the frictional speed, the
stronger the frictional heat effect.

3. Spatial–temporal evolution of IRR image abnormality

3.1. Uniaxially loaded rock

Many rock samples of coal, ironstone, sandstone,
marble, limestone, granite, granodiorite, gabbro and gneiss
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were uniaxially loaded and IRR imaging detected. The
sample size was standard, diameter 50mm and length
100mm. It was discovered that the surface IRR image of
the loaded rock has different features for different
fracturing patterns. Three fracturing patterns, ‘‘X’’-shaped,
‘‘XX’’-shaped and ‘‘|’’-shaped, occurred in our experi-
ments. The ‘‘X’’-shaped and ‘‘XX’’-shaped positive IRR
image abnormal strip-group foretells the coming of an
‘‘X’’-shaped shearing fracture and the coming of a ‘‘XX’’-
shaped shearing fracture, respectively, while the ‘‘|’’-shaped
negative IRR image abnormal strip foretells the coming of
tensile fracture. The typical surface IRR image abnormal-
ities as precursors of rock fracturing are shown in
Figs. 2–4.

The ‘‘X’’-shaped positive IRR image abnormal strip-
group occurs along the ‘‘X’’-shaped shearing zone before
peak stress and gets distinguished after peak stress, as in
Fig. 2. The rock sample will finally fracture along the ‘‘X’’-
shaped shearing zone. It is discovered that the fracturing is
not symmetrical upper-and-lower, i.e., the upper part of
the loaded rock fractures more than the lower part. The
temporal–spatial evolution of the IRR image abnormal
strip-group, as in Fig. 2, also reflects the asymmetrical
fracturing. The upper part of the strip group is clear and
bright with higher radiation temperature, while the lower
part of the strip group is fuzzy and dark.

The ‘‘XX’’-shaped positive IRR image abnormal strip-
group occurs along the ‘‘XX’’-shaped shearing zone at the
Fig. 2. Infrared radiation precursor of ‘‘X’’-shaped

Fig. 3. Infrared radiation precursor of ‘‘XX’’-shape
upper part of the rock sample before the peak stress and
increases after the peak stress, as in Fig. 3. The
temporal–spatial evolution of the positive IRR image
abnormality also reflects the asymmetrical fracturing. The
upper part of the strip group is clear and strong with higher
radiation temperature, while the lower part of the strip
group is fuzzy and dark, except for the final fracturing near
the bottom of the sample. Besides, there is a strong IRR
spot at the fracturing center indicating the intensive
accumulation of mechanical energy and the intensive
generation of friction heat at the central location.
The ‘‘|’’-shaped negative IRR image abnormal strip

occurs along the tensile fracturing zone of the rock sample
before the peak stress and will get clear gradually at the
peak stress and after fracturing, as the approximately
vertical dark strip in Fig. 4. The same phenomenon for a
sandstone sample with a calcite vein was reported [15].

3.2. Uniaxially loaded rock with a central hole

More than ten central-holed samples, modeling a rock
tunnel, made from marble and granite, were IRR imaging
detected in the condition of uniaxial load. The rock
samples had two kinds of shapes: one shape was a standard
cylinder with diameter and length, respectively, 50 and
100mm; the other shape was a regular block with
thickness, width and length, respectively, 70, 35 and
100mm. It is discovered that there are strong positive
shearing fracture of uniaxially loaded marble.

d shearing fracture of uniaxially loaded granite.
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Fig. 4. Infrared radiation precursor of ‘‘|’’-shaped tensile fracture of uniaxially loaded granite.

Fig. 5. Positive IRR abnormality for different fracture patterns of uniaxially loaded central-holed marble.
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IRR image abnormities before the fracturing of rock
samples, and the location of the IRR image abnormities is
exactly the future fracturing location.

As shown in Fig. 5, the positive IRR image abnormal-
ities reflect two fracturing patterns of central-holed rock
samples, i.e., diagonal fracturing (samples 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6)
and fork fracturing (sample 4). The positive IRR image
abnormality along the fracturing plane as spots or strips
occurs not only on the outside surface of the rock sample
but also on the inside surface of the hole (samples 5 and 6).
The temperature increment of the IRR image abnormality
is 1–3K and 4–8K, respectively, for marble and granite. It
is concluded that IRR imaging is a possible and potential
remote sensing detection method for rock fracturing and
structure stability prediction in rock tunnel excavations.

3.3. Compressively sheared rock

More than 20 samples, size 7� 7� 7 cm3, made from
sandstone, marble, limestone, granite and gneiss, were
compressively sheared and IRR imaging detected. Three
pairs of steel platens with shearing angles, respectively,
being 451, 601and 701 were applied. A Changjiang-200
presser was applied for manual-controlled loading at a rate
2–5 kN/s, and the IRR image recording rate applied was
1 frame/s. It was discovered that the IRR temperature of
the rock surface changes with loading, and strip-shaped
positive IRR image abnormality will develop along the
central shearing plane before fracturing. With loading, the
positive abnormal strip becomes more and more evident
and migrates from the upper end to the lower end
gradually, which indicates that the compressive-shearing
fracturing is developing gradually from the upper end to
the lower end along the central shear plane. Fig. 6 shows
the typical IRR image series of a compressively sheared
limestone sample.
As a special geological dynamic-mechanical phenomen-

on occurring with the formation of a larger fault, penni-
form fractures are a group of secondary fractures produced
with the formation of the primary fracture [25]. It
happened to occur in our experiments that there are
penniform fractures accompanying primary fracture in the
compressive-loaded rock samples. As in Fig. 7, the positive
IRR image abnormal strips occurring aside the primary
IRR strip, along the central shearing plane, show that the
penniform fractures are produced with the formation of the
primary fracture.

3.4. Biaxially loaded rock

To study the mechanism of satellite remote sensing IRR
image abnormalities occurring with some middle-to-strong
tectonic earthquakes, IRR imaging detection on the
rupturing of modeled discontinuous jointed faults, en
echelon faults and collinearly disconnected faults was
experimentally studied in the process of biaxial loading
[18], as in Figs. 8 and 9.
It is revealed from the experiments that the IRR of a

loaded rock surface is correlated with the loading stress,
which can be divided into five stages as loading
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Fig. 7. IRR precursor of penniform fracturing of compressively sheared marble.

Fig. 6. IRR precursor of fracturing of compressively sheared limestone.
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commences, linear elasticity, stress locking, stress unlock-
ing and fracturing [18]. During the stage of stress
unlocking, the positive IRR image abnormal strip will
occur at the discontinuous locations of en echelon faults
and discontinuous faults, as in Figs. 8 and 9. The positive
IRR image abnormal strip of the discontinuous faults has
the spatial–temporal evolution features as: firstly, the strip
is enhanced; then, becomes weaker (or ‘silence’); and
finally, enhances again. The re-enhancing of the IRR image
abnormal strip after the weakening stage is a meaningful
precursor foretelling the location of primary fracturing or
the hypocenter of the coming shock or earthquake.

3.5. Bi-sheared friction sliding rock blocks

The frictional sliding or the viscosity sliding of bi-
sheared rock blocks is another important mechanism of
tectonic earthquake and rock structure failure. Ten groups
of composed rock blocks made from gabbro, granodiorite,
limestone and marble were IRR image-monitored in the
process of bi-sheared frictional sliding. Each group, as in
Figs. 10 and 11, comprised of three rock samples whose
size was 50� 50� 100, 50� 70� 150 and 50� 50�
100mm3 from left to right, and the contacting area was a
constant, 50� 100mm2. Four kinds of contact conditions,
symmetrical (yes for rock property and for its smooth
friction surface), uncertain symmetrical (yes for rock
property but not for its coarse friction surface), unstable
asymmetrical (yes for rock property material but not for its
staged friction surface) and stable asymmetrical (not for
rock property but yes for its smooth friction surface), were
designed and tested [19].
It is revealed from the experiments that the temporal–

spatial evolution of the surface IRR temperature field of
the rock samples is not only correlated with rock stress but
also correlated with the features of the frictional surface as
well as the rock properties at both sides. The IRR is
stronger at the location of stress concentration and strong
friction zone than that at the location of stress relaxation
and weak friction zone. For the condition that the friction
surface be symmetrical, the IRR image is double butterfly
wing-shaped, as in Fig. 10; while in the condition that the
friction surface be uncertain symmetrical, unstable asym-
metrical and stable asymmetrical, the temporal–spatial
evolution of IRR abnormality is uncertain or unstable for
the asymmetrical and disequilibrium variation of the
IRR image with sliding, as in Fig. 11 for the uncertain
symmetrical. The positive IRR image abnormal spots may
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Fig. 8. The local IRR positive abnormality foretell the fracturing of en echelon faults (marble).

Fig. 9. The local IRR positive abnormality foretell the fracturing of collinear disconnected faults (marble).

Fig. 10. IRR precursor of the stick–slip of symmetrical rock blocks.

Fig. 11. IRR precursor of the stick–slip of asymmetrical rock blocks.
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be bead-shaped, needle-shaped, suspended needle-shaped,
strip-shaped, single butterfly wing-shaped or its evolution
in order [19]. It foretells the temporal–spatial evolution of
stress concentration, energy conversion and potential
viscosity sliding or fracturing along the sliding surface.

3.6. Impacted rock

A large amount of IRR imaging detections on the
transient process of marble and granite being normally
impacted was conducted [16,21]. Free fall impaction by
steel ball and Hopkinson impaction bar by steel projectile
were applied. The diameters of the steel balls are different
from F ¼ 7 to 25:4mm, and the falling height varied from
0.3 to 2m [16]. The size of the steel projectile is diameter
F ¼ 13mm and length L ¼ 50mm, and its impacting
velocity powered by a Hopkinson bar varied from 7.5 to
25m/s [21]. It was revealed from the experiments that the
positive IRR image abnormality on the rock target is
tightly correlated with the ball’s falling height or the
projectile’s speed and impacting angle. There exists a
critical velocity at normal impaction for the target’s IRR
temperature field being central symmetrical within
the velocity. For the marble target the critical velocity is
15m/s.
Within the critical velocity of Hopkinson impact, the

positive IRR abnormal spot of the normally impacted rock
target is approximately circular. The size, brightness and
IRR strength of the spot increases with the bullet’s
velocity, as in Fig. 12. The effect of the impacting angle
on the IRR image is complex, as in Fig. 13 (here the angle
01 indicates normal impact). The brightness or the IRR
strength of the spot increases with the impacting angle and
reaches its peak at angle 451; then it decreases with the
angle, until the angle gets nearly parallel to the rock
surface. It indicates that the energy conversion from the
bullet’s mechanical energy to frictional heat and IRR
energy depends on the impact angle, i.e. the normal impact
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Fig. 12. Positive IRR spots of normally impacted marble within the critical velocity.

Fig. 13. Positive IRR spots of impacted marble at different angles within the critical velocity.

Fig. 14. Positive IRR spots of normally impacted marble beyond the critical velocity.
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has the weakest effect on the rock surface IRR, while the
451 impact has the strongest effect on the rock surface
IRR.

Beyond the critical velocity, the positive IRR image
abnormality of the normally impacted rock target zone is
random and complex because of the fracturing of the rock
target, as in Fig. 14. Hence, the asymmetrical and complex-
shaped positive IRR image of the rock target is informative
in that it shows that the rock target has been damaged by
the bullet, i.e. the impacting velocity is beyond the critical
velocity of the current rock sample.

4. Large IRR at the fracturing center

As the recording rate of the IRR imager applied was
60 frame/s, the transient IRR temperature at the fracturing
center was recorded. In the condition of uniaxial loading,
the fracturing center of brittle rock is at the inside center of
the ‘‘X’’-shaped fracturing, while in the condition of
compressive shearing at a high angle, 601 and 701, the
fracturing center is the center of the fractured shearing
region exposed to the IRR imager immediately after the
fracturing.

It was discovered that the transient IRR temperature at
the fracturing center of uniaxially loaded rock is much
higher than that on the rock surface, as in Fig. 15, and it is
correlated with rock strength and rock deformation. The
higher the rock strength and/or the more the deformation,
the larger the central temperature. For some hard rock
samples made from gabbro and gneiss, the transient IRR
temperature at the fracturing center of compressively
sheared rock is higher than 155K, which is the upper
limitation of the second temperature range (72–155K) of
the IRR imager applied. If the third temperature range
(155–300K) were applied, much higher transient fracturing
temperature should have been detected.
In the condition of high-angle compressive shearing, the

ruptured upper block of some rock samples was pushed
apart from the steel platen immediately after the abrupt
rupturing, usually 1–2 s after the rupturing. Hence, the
inside shearing region was exposed to the IRR imager
immediately and the transient IRR temperature field of it
was recorded. It is discovered that the IRR temperature on
the inside shearing region is not only much higher than that
on the outside rock surface, but also inhomogeneously
distributed, neither even nor centripetal, as in Fig. 16.
This means that much more mechanical energy had
been converted into IRR energy and frictional heat
due to intensive energy accumulation, sufficient local
deformation and abrupt frictional sliding at the shearing
center. In other words, the large IRR temperature at
the inside shearing center indicates the comprehensive
effect of local concentrated energy conversion and fric-
tional heat.
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Fig. 16. Transient IRR isothermal field inside the fracturing surface of compressively sheared rock.

Fig. 15. Transient IRR imaging of the fracturing rock uniaxially loaded (a) and compressively sheared (b and c).
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Hence, it could be deduced that, in the condition of large
tectonic stress, larger deformation and/or abrupt frictional
slide, tremendous rock temperatures, as high as hundreds
or thousands of degrees Celsius inside an active or
fracturing crust rock, are possible. The high temperature
could cause partial melting of the rock, and provide a
scientific explanation for the existence of pseudotachylyte
in some larger faults [25–27] and for the failure-generated
EQLs [4]. The EQLs generally refer to the mysterious earth
fire and strong light along some new-generated fracturing
fissures at the moment of larger tectonic earthquakes. Also,
it could be deduced that the continuous shearing deforma-
tion or the abrupt fracturing of a highly loaded rock or
coal body in a coal mine could cause local shear heating of
temperature as high as hundreds of degree Celsius, which
might cause ignition of local methane (the minimum
ignition temperature is 595 1C) which would then develop
into a catastrophic gas explosion.

5. Theoretical interpretation

5.1. Thermomechanical coupling in a solid

The heat production in a solid due to stress action is
termed the thermomechanical coupling effect. According
to the features of solid material and the different
deformation stages of a loaded solid, thermomechanical
coupling is classified as thermoelastic, thermoplastic and
thermoviscous, respectively, for elastic deformation, plastic
deformation and viscous deformation. Since the tested rock
is hard, dry and brittle in our experiments, its plastic and
viscous deformation could be ignored. Hence, thermo-
elastic effect and friction heat are the two chief mechanisms
of surface IRR from loaded rock. Kelvin developed the
thermoelastic theory in 1853 [24]. It was stated that the
physical temperature change of a loaded component is
correlated to its stress change as:

DT=T ¼ �K0 Ds. (1)

Here, T is the absolute temperature of loaded component
(K), DT is the change of temperature (K), K0 is the
thermoelastic factor (MPa�1), and Ds is the change of the
sum of the three principal stresses (Ssi (i ¼ 1; 2; 3), MPa).
Based on thermoelastic theory, two technologies, ther-

moelastic stress analysis (TSA) and stress pattern analysis
by thermal emission (SPATE) [28], were developed for the
stress measurement of solid materials in the 1960s and
1970s. Nowadays, TSA and SPATE have been widely
applied in experimental solid mechanics for homogeneous
metal, macromolecular and composite materials.
As for an isotropic linear elastic solid, the surface

physical temperature variation of a solid component is
tightly correlated with the sum of two principal stresses
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(Ssi, (i ¼ 1; 2)):

DT ¼ �
a

rCp

T Dðs1 þ s2Þ. (2)

Here, T is the surface absolute temperature of loaded solid
(K), DT is the change of temperature (K), a is the factor of
linear expansion (K�1), r is the solid density (kgm�3), Cp is
the thermal capacity of solid at normal atmosphere
(J kg�1K�1), and s1 and s2 are the two principal stresses
of rock surface (MPa). The thermoelastic factor K is
defined as K ¼ �a

�
rCp.

For stress measurement with TSA and SPATE, the
relation between the stress increment and the IRR signal
based on Eq. (2) is [28]

Dðs1 þ s2Þ ¼ Ath DS,

DS ¼ Dðs1 þ s2ÞAth
�1. ð3Þ

Here, Ath is a comprehensive factor called the corrective
factor, which is a function of solid surface emissivity, solid
surface physical temperature, solid thermoelastic factor
and three parameters related to the IRR detector, (units in
MPaU�1). DS is the increment of thermoelastic voltage
signal detected (U).

However, for the complex composition of rock material
and for its inhomogeneous features, the application of TSA
and SPATE for rock was rarely reported. It was not until
the end of the 1980s that IRR imaging technology was
applied in rock mechanics. Nowadays, many IRR features
from loaded and fracturing rock are being experimentally
discovered and reported, and research on RSRM is
developing from qualitative analysis to quantitative calcu-
lation [16,17,21,22]. The theoretical interpretation for IRR
from loaded, deforming and fracturing rock has been a hot
issue in RSRM.

5.2. Thermomechanical coupling in a rock

If the slight change in rock surface emissivity, rock
thermoelastic factor and the IRR detector’s parameters
during rock loading could be ignored, and if the change of
rock surface physical temperature cannot be ignored due to
the thermal exchange and frictional heat as shown in Fig.
1, the relation between Ath and the dynamically changed
rock surface physical temperature can be expressed as
Ath ¼ bT�1. The detected IRR signal S is a direct
representation of surface IRR temperature, i.e.,
DIRRT ¼ gDS. Hence, the following equation for IRR
temperature and rock surface stress is deduced from Eq. (3)
as

DIRRT ¼ gb�1T Dðs1 þ s2Þ. (4)

Here, DIRRT is the detected IRR temperature (K), b is a
constant correction factor related to rock surface emissiv-
ity, rock thermoelastic factor and three parameters of IRR
detector (units in MPaKU�1), and g is a transfer factor
between detected voltage signal and IRR temperature
(KU�1).
It means that, in Eq. (4) the IRR temperature increment
of the rock surface is a direct reflection of the incremental
sum of the two principal stresses on the rock surface. If no
frictional heat is produced and the thermal exchange is
stable, the IRR temperature of the rock surface is to rise
with loading, and the spatial–temporal evolution of the
surface IRR image will be stable. If there is no frictional
heat produced but the thermal exchange is unstable, the
surface IRR temperature will be unstable, and the
spatial–temporal evolution of the surface IRR image will
also be unstable. If there is frictional heat produced and
conducted to the rock surface, both the thermal exchange
and the surface IRR temperature of the rock surface will be
unstable, and the spatial–temporal evolution of the surface
IRR image will get complicated, as in Figs. 2–4, 7, 8, 11.
Especially in conditions of compressive shearing and

friction slide, there is a large amount of frictional heat
produced in the friction zone, which causes the rise of
physical temperature in the friction zone. The physical
temperature of the rock surface will also rise if the thermal
conduction from the friction zone can reach the rock
surface. Hence, the IRR image abnormality will be strong
and sometimes large as a combined effect of rock stress and
frictional heat, as in Figs. 5, 6, 9, 10, 14 and 15.

6. Conclusions

There are two important rock physics mechanisms
thermomechanical coupling and frictional heat, for the
change of thermal parameters in loaded rock. As a kind of
indicator remote sensing electromagnetic signal and as
linearly correlated with rock stress and physical tempera-
ture, IRR is potentially a meaningful index for the study of
rock load, rock deformation, rock fracturing and rock
‘catastrophe’. The IRR image abnormality referring to the
spatial–temporal evolution of IRR from a loaded rock
surface is an important precursor for rock fracturing and
failure. Being an important issue in remote sensing rock
mechanics, the potential application of IRR imaging in
experimental rock mechanics, rock engineering, mining
science and seismology includes remote sensing detection
of rock stress and the forecast of more severe rock
‘catastrophes’.
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